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Let K be a number field and L a finite abelian extension of K. One 
of the major open problems in number theory is to construct a large group 
of units in L, using transcendental functions associated with K. This has 
only been accomplished when K is Q or imaginary quadratic, two cases 
that are distinguished by the absence of units in the base other than roots 
of unity. Indeed, if we seek a procedure suitable for a wide variety of K, 
it should rather not produce units already in the base field. We therefore 
introduce the group Ei of units in L whose norm to K is 1, and ask for 
an explicit group CL of finite index in E'¼,. In the two mentioned cases 
CL is the group of circular or elliptic units, and [E'¼,: CL] is equal to the 
class number h(L) (in the elliptic case) or h(U) (wnen K=Q and£+ is the 
real subfield of L), times a well understood "fudge factor" (see [3] and [8]). 

Another feature of both circular and elliptic units is that they appear 
in norm-coherent sequences in ZP extensions. This is significant for two 
reasons. First, we can base a proof of the fact that they are units on 
their norm-compatibility. Secondly, for any norm coherent sequence of 
units, R. Coleman associates in [2] a certain "generating power series" 
with coefficients in the completion of K. If the sequence happens to come 
from (CLJ ((Ln) is the ZP-tower), this power series is the Taylor expansion 
of the global function giving the special units. Thus the Coleman power 
series is an infinitesimal object, midway between the individual unit and 
the global, transcendental, generating function. 

In this note we study units in certain ZP extensions obtained from 
torsion points on abelian varieties with complex multiplication. We prove 
that there are "many" norm coherent sequences of units. In view of the 
remarks made above, this may be seen as (weak) evidence for the existence 
of "abelian units". 

I would like to thank R. Coleman for suggesting the problem to me. 
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Similar ideas were used by him (unpublished) and by Iwasawa [5] and 
Gold [4] in the cyclotomic theory. 

1. 

All number fields are considered as subfields of C. Fix a CM field 
F, [F: Q]=2g, and a CM type WCEmb(F, C). Let Kbe a number field 
and X a g-dimensional abelian variety with complex multiplications by 0 F 

and type (J). Both X and End (X) are assumed to be defined over K. In 
such a case K contains a CM field F*, the reflex of (F, W) ([7] § 8.5, Prop
osition 30). Let(/)* be the reflex CM type, and Wl={<1 e Emb(K, C)\<1IF* 
e W*}. If for any set of embeddings S, we let S be the automorphisms of 

Q extending elements of S, then <1 e (Pl {=} q- 1 e <P. · 
Let p be a prime that splits completely in both F and K, above which 

X has good reduction. Let P be a prime of F dividing p, 

X[Pn]={u e X(Q)\a(u)=O Ya e pn}, 

the set of pn division points in X, and 

the field that they generate. 

Proposition 1. (i) Gal (L,./K) is cyclic of order (p- l)pn- 1• 

(ii) Let j:) be a prime of K dividing p. If P \ det Wl(J:> ), then lJ is totally 
ramified in Loo, and otherwise it is unramified there. Precisely half the· 
primes j:) are ramified in Loo. 

(iii) Every prime not above pis unramified in Looi L 1• 

Proof. Let [K: Q]=2d. The notation· det (J) means the product 
over all <1 e (/>. Clearly (P, detWl(l:>))=l if and only if (P, <1(l)))=l for 
all <1 e (J)l (in some Galois extension containing both K and F), if and 
only if ( det (J)(P), lJ) = 1, and this happens for d of the 2d primes lJ dividing 
p. Let R=0x.~, and consider the p-divisible group X(P)=(X[PnDn::i:o 
over R (X has good reduction at j:) by assumption). Let ,ft be the 
grossencharacter attached to X/ K by the theory of complex multiplication. 
Then ,ft(lJ) is an endomorphism of X which lifts the absolute Frobenius of 
the reduction of Xmod l). In F, (,ft(l)))~det Wl(J:>). If (P, det Wl(l:>))= 1, 
then X(P) is etale over R, and Loo is unramified at µ. On the other 
hand, if P \ det Wl(l:> ), then X(P) is connected, and the corre sponding 
formal group X(P) is a Lubin-Tate group of height 1 over R. It follows 
that the inertia and the decomposition groups of lJ in Gal (L"'/ K) coincide, 
and their representation in Aut(X(P))=0;,P~z; is onto z;. Since 
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the foll Galois group is also faithfully represented in Z%;, 1J does not de
compose in L 00 , and is therefore totally ramified. This proves (i) and (ii). 
Part (iii) follows from the well-known fact that only primes dividing p 
may ramify in a ZP extension. Incidentally it shows that X has good re
duction everywhere over L 1• 

2. 

Let En be the group of units in Ln, 

Choose any of the primes jJ that ramify in L 00 / K. Let i[) n be the localiza
tion of Ln at the unique prime above lJ. Since i[)0~QP and i[)n is the nth. 

layer in the division tower of a Lubin Tate group, the only unit in (/)0 that 
is a universal norm from (/)00 is 1. A fortiori, no unit of K other than 1 
is a universal norm from L 00 , and E~cEi. Clearly rankEi=rankEn
(d-l). Our aim is to show that rankE~=rankE~. In other words 
[En: E~Eo] < 00. 

Theorem 2. Assume that Leopoldt 's conjecture holds in K. Let hn be 
the p-part of the class number of Ln. Then 

(i) [Ei: E~] I hn, 
(ii) Every en e E~ appears in a norm-coherent sequence (em) E fun Em-

3. 

Proof Let An be the p-part of the class group Cln of Ln. Let 
m>n> l, and g =Gal (Lm/Ln), a cyclic group of order pm-n. Consider 
the two exact sequences 

(1) 

(2) 

where Im is the group of fractional ideals, and Pm the subgroup of princi
pal ones. As in [5] it is easy to get from (1) and (2) a long exact sequence 
in Galois cohomology (we abbreviate Hi(-)=Hi(g, -)): 

( 3) 0-->H1(Em)-->( I!,J P n)(p )--> A~ 

--> Ker (H 2(Em)--> H 2(L'{;,))-->O. 

Here M(p) is the p-primary part of M. Since g is cyclic we obtain the 
exact sequence 
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( 4) 0--'>H'(Em)~m,JP,.)(p)~A~~E,.nNm,nL';,,/Nm,nEm--'>0. 

From Herbrand's quotient ([6], ch. IX) 

(5) 
1. 

and from (4), we derive the formula 

(6) 

We have used the fact, that in view of Proposition l, 

Note also that (4) implies 

(7) 

4. 

Assume now that Leopoldt's conjecture holds in K. 

Lemma 3. There exists an integer 1,1, independent of n, such that for 
ull n>v 

Proof The inclusion on the left is obvious, since E .. ~E 0• To prove 
the one on the right fix an embedding of a in ap and let 111, • • •, 11 a be 
the embeddings of K in Q for which the corresponding induced primes 
t:,1, • • ·, +'a are totally ramified. Let e1, • • ·, ea-i be a fundamental system 
of units in E0 = 0; and put ea= 1 + p. Then Leopoldt's conjecture asserts 
that 

(8) 

where logp is the p-adic logarithm. If we let U = CT 1s:is:a @;t~1, E0 = the 
closure of E0 in U, and (E 0)=its pro-p part, (8) implies that the ZP-rank 
of (E 0) is d-1. Now at each +'t the localization of the extension L .. / K is 
totally ramified of degree (p- l)pn - 1 so the local norms of units fall into 
1 + pn Zp (identifying K~, with Qp). Thus N .. ,0E .. ~ Upn-,. If a 1,1 as in the 
statement of the lemma does not exist, we can choose a sequence {et}, 
et e E0, et $ Ef, e,-1 in U, contradicting Leopoldt's conjecture. 

Remark. K is totally imaginary, and for any complex conjugation p 
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of Q, Emb (K, Q)={ai} U {po ai}, so we could write Leopoldt's conjecture 
in the form (8). However, unless K is CM, the validity of (8) is not known 
to be independent of {a1, • • ·, ad}, so it should really be called "Leopoldt's 
conjecture for K, p, and {a1, ···,ad}". It is known, of course, for abelian 
K, as a result of the work of Baker and Brumer [l]. 

5. 

We are now in a position to conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 3 implies that the indices 

are bounded independently of n. Since for m >-n 

[N E . E(p-!)pn-1] = [N Epm-n. E<p-!)pm-1] I [N E • E(p-l)pm-11 
n,O n • 0 n,O n • 0 m,O m • 0 , 

they are increasing, hence fixed for large n. Thus 

(9) 

for m>-n::J>O. 
Consider the groups E~. For m>n::J>O 

[E0 • N E°]= [En: Nm,nEm] (snake lemma) 
n• m,n m [Nn,oEn: Nm,oEm] 

= [En: Enn Nm,nL;,;][Enn Nm,n L;,;: Nm,nEm] 
p<m-n)(d-1) 

(use (9), (6) and (7)). This proves part (i), and (ii) is an easy consequence 
of it. 

6. 

The following lemma is part of the folklore, but since we did not find 
it in the literature, and since it fits into the spirit of this note, we bring it 
up here. 

Lemma 4. Let en e L; (n> 1) and assume that ('rfm>n) Nm,nem=en. 
Then en is an S-unit, where S = {\:>i, • · ·, j:Jd} is the set of primes that ramify 
in Loo/L1• 

Proof Let ,jF be the grossencharacter of L1 (not K this time!) associ
ated by the theory of complex multiplication to X/L 1• Since Xhas good 
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reduction everywhere over L 1, t is unramified. Let q be a prime of L 1 

which is unramified in L=. Then the decomposition group of q in L=/ L1 

maps, under the representation of Gal (L=/L1) in z; =Aut (X(P)), to the 
open subgroup generated by t(q). It follows that q is finitely decomposed 
in L=. Let n0 be such that every prime above q is inert in L=/Ln.· As 
en=Nm,nem for m>n??_n0, the q-adic valuations of en are divisible by arbi
trarily high powers of p. Hence, en is a unit above q for n>n 0, therefore 
also for all n > 1. 

Lemma 4 remains valid even without the assumption that p splits 
completely in K or F. The proof, which is a modified version of the one 
given above, is left to the reader (Ln is defined as in § 1). 
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